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The Fishy Issue

Yeah, there's something fishy about this issue. Is it the squid? Sharks? Sunken
ships?

You wouldn't believe the number of books in Juvenile Fiction that take place on or
under the sea. We could fill a whole shelf with just Titanic books. We could fill two or
three shelves with books that have fish on the cover. Heck, we could fill about half a
dozen shelves with mermaid books alone. So you grab a line and I'll grab a pole and
we'll go reading by the crawdad hole.

All Hands on Deck: Series on Boats
I've always wanted to sail across the ocean. Then again, reading books like these might change my mind. In literature,
nothing good ever happens when you're stuck on a boat in the middle of the wide sea.

Icebreaker by Lisa Tanner
Petrel is an outcast on the ancient ship, an icebreaker, that has
been following the same course for 300 years. In that time, the
ship's crew has forgotten its original purpose and broken into
three warring tribes. Everyone has a tribe except Petrel. Part
one of three.
Shipwreck Island by S.A. Bodeen
After Sarah's dad remarries, he and her stepmom decide to take
the whole family on a special vacation in order to break the ice
and have everyone get to know one another. They'll fly to Tahiti,
charter a boat, and go sailing for a few days. It'll be an
adventure, right? Wrong. Dead wrong. Part one of four.
Brotherband Chronicles: The Outcasts by John Flanagan
Skandian outcasts Hal, Stig, and others do battle at sea against
the Wolves and the Sharks, in the ultimate race across icy
waters where not everyone thinks of the competition as play.
Part one of seven.

Titanic Books
These three Titanic books
are new to our shelves!!
Noelle at Sea: A
Titanic Survival Story
by Nikki Smith
Escape this Book:
Titanic by Bill Doyle
Ranger in Time:
Disaster on the Titanic
by Kate Messner
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HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR SUGGESTIONS? EMAIL MATT AT MJAEGER@MCLIB.NET

Mermaids
The oldest known stories about mermaids
came from Assyria (an area that occupied
parts of present day Iraq, Syria and Turkey)
more than 3000 years ago. Since then, the
stories have been pretty much non-stop.
The word mermaid is a mash up of two Old
English words: mere which means sea and
maid which means young girl. Nearly every
culture and continent has mermaid
legends: Ancient Greece, the British Isles, ,
India, China, Korea, Africa, the Caribbean
Islands, and many more. And we have our
legends too. Just check out some of these
books!!
Maybe a Mermaid by Josephine Cameron
Eleven-year-old Anthoni Gillis is not the kind of
kid who believes in fairies, unicorns, or even the
word "maybe." So when her mom brings her to
Thunder Lake for a summer at the Showboat
Resort, she doesn't believe the local rumors
about a mermaid.
The Waterfire Saga by Jennifer Donnelly
Four book series. Deep in the ocean, in a world
not so different from our own, live the
merpeople. Their communities are spread
throughout the oceans, seas, and freshwaters all
over the globe.
PurrMaids Series by Bardhan-Quallen, Sudipta
Part cat and part fish complete with human
emotions. That's an awesome creature right
there.

The Little Mermaid
Arguably, the most famous mermaid in all
of literature is The Little Mermaid. Believe it
or not, the Little Mermaid is 183 years old.
The story was first written in 1836 by famed
fairy tale writer Hans Christian Andersen.
Unlike many fairy tales (and certainly unlike
the Disney version), the original Little
Mermaid DOES NOT live happily ever after.
The above statue of the Little Mermaid sits on a rock
overlooking a bay in Copenhagen, Denmark, where Andersen's
story was first published. The statue has been a major tourist
attraction since its installation in 1913. However, it has been
vandalized several times, mostly by people throwing paint on it.

You Write It
Here's the
beginning of
story...you write
the end.

adrift!

Sometimes everything that can go wrong goes wrong. I
mean, the little rowboat was just tied up on the beach. It
didn't even look like it would float. But it did. And let's
just say that I didn't have to sit in the boat at all. But I did.
I didn't have to fall asleep, of course. But I did. I didn't
think the tide could rise that high. But it did. I didn't think I
rope that thick could snap. But it did.
You see, sometimes everything
that can go wrong goes wrong, and
when it does, you wake up and find
yourself floating in the middle of
the ocean with no land in sight.
So what happens next? Storm, mermaid, rescue
ship, deserted island, pod of dolphins? Write it
out...and if you show your story to matt, you
might just receive a free book in return.

sea

critters

The Benefits of Being Octopus by Braden, Ann
Seventh-grader Zoey Albro focuses on caring
for three younger siblings and avoiding rich
classmates at school until her fascination with
octopuses gets her on the debate team and she
begins to speak out.
The Thing About Jellyfish by Benjamin, Ali
Twelve-year-old Suzy Swanson wades through
her grief over the loss of her best friend by
investigating the rare jellyfish she is convinced
was responsible for her friend's death.
Song of the Whale by Lynne Kelly
Twelve-year-old Iris and her grandmother, both
deaf, drive from Texas to Alaska armed with
Iris's plan to help Blue-55, a whale unable to
communicate with other whales.
I Survived: Shark Attacks of 1916
by Lauren Tarishis
Chet hears news of a shark attacking people
along the Jersey shore near his home. When he
goes swimming in Matawan Creek, he discovers
the truth of those stories.
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